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Sound in film terms

The acousmatic sound - the sound one hears without seeing the original cause of Acousmêtre - is similar to the invisible voice character with the mysterious power of Value Added - the expressive and/or informative value with which the sound enriches the image of the Audiovisual Contract - an agreement to forget that the sound comes
from the loudspeakers and images from the screen anempathetic Sound - music or sound effects that seem to show a glaring indifference to what is happening in the plot of the film Chronography - Stabilization of projection speed makes it the art of Empathetic Sound time art - music or sound effects whose mood matches the mood of the
action Extension(of SoundSpace) External logic - the logic in which the sound flow includes the termination effect as a nondiegetic intervention Internal logic - the logic in which the sound flow seems to be born from the narrative situation itself Magnetization (spatial) - the mental pot of the sound source Materializing Sound Indices (M. S. I.)
  - Sonic details that manifest the source of sound Rendering - the use of sound to convey feelings or effects associated with the situation in the synchresis screen - mental fusion between sound and visual when this happens at the same time Temporalization - the influence of sound on the perception of time in the image Vococentrism -
privilige of the audiovisual media voicein Sound is the audio part of a film. This includes dialogue, music, and effects. Early Sound There is an attempt to add sound to the film at the beginning of cinema. The earliest living sound film has been identified as Dickson Experimental Sound Film. Produced by edison manufacturing company
between 1894 and 1895, the film is apparently a test for kineto-phonograph (also called phono-kinetograph). However, the technology - which involves synchronising images and sounds by mechanical belts - is not commercially viable. There were experiments with sound in the early twentieth century. Gaumont, for example, experimented
with synchronising sound films with his invention Chronophone. Silent films shown in the film palace will have orchestral accompaniment, and films played in smaller cinemas will use the piano. Another common method for adding sound to a silent cinema involved placing people or objects behind the scenes, to make sounds at certain
moments. The Modern Sound Era The birth of the modern sound era is traced back to 1927, with the release of the Warner Bros. film. The Jazz Singer. In this film, only the music number has the soundtrack recorded; dialog sequence using conventional method of period film, subtitles. The technology used to add the sound of The Jazz
Singer, photographing the sound directly to the film, is actually patented 1900, so it took almost thirty years before the technology was commercially implemented. The earliest sound cameras, in the 1920s and 30s, barely moved because they had to remain in soundproof booths while filming. Until the filmmaker learns to control camera
noise, the progress of the camera's movements has slowed down. On the other hand, sound adds an additional dimension to the film, such as oral dialogue. Gangster comedy and film are two early examples of genres where the richness of oral dialogue is evident. Technical Advancement and Aesthetic Innovation Sound technology
would not advance significantly until the 1950s, with the advent of magnetic tape as the primary means of recording sound. Stereophonic sound, which uses magnetic tracks and multiple speakers, enhances the appeal of widescreen cinema. During this period, filmmakers continued to experiment with the aesthetic potential of sound in
film. Some interesting examples take place in the films Jacques Tati, Robert Altman, and Wim Wenders. Combining sound with visual aspects of the shot - such as depth of field - Jacques Tati draws our attention to the background of the scene while the action takes place in the foreground. We saw examples of playing sound and visuals
with each other in Tati's Mr. Hulot's Holiday. Robert Altman modeled his films on multi-track recording technology commonly used in the music industry. It often creates in its films free-for-all overlapping dialogues and simultaneous speeches. The use of sound to enter the character's mind is another example of the aesthetic possibilities of
sound and cinema. In Wim Wenders's Wings of Desire, as the camera tracks along the past people in our library hear their thoughts. Latest Technical Advancements The latest developments in technical sound include Dolby, which reduces background noise, and THX, which allows the sound system in theaters to have a variety of Dolby
stereophonic sounds using right, left, and center speakers, along with a subwoofer and 22 surround speakers. Digital sound, another advance, transforms sound into a series of binary numbers, placing it in the computer's memory without setbacks. Making a video is half of the visual and half about the sound. But when you're just starting
out, there's a ton to find out just on the visual side, and when you add audio, it can be amazing to say the least. This month, we're on a mission to help you get your audio bearings in the world of filmmaking. To begin with, we made a tutorial on capturing amazing natural sounds with minimal teeth. Now, we dive into common audio terms
that are important for all video creators to know. While this is not a complete list (there are many audio related terms!), it is a great primer on some of the more common phrases for you to your knowledge bank. Natural sounds (also called 'nat sounds') are sounds produced in their actual settings – a.k.a., nature. They are the sound of
wind, tree branches, animals, insects, whistling cars, honking horns, etc., all of which add a layer of realism to your film. Foley is a recreation of the sound synchronised to the image. It can be created from objects that appear in your movie, or from completely different sources. For example, a bag of corn starch rustling in your hand sounds
a lot like a foot in the snow - and now you don't have to stand out in the cold to record that sound. The sound effects, unlike foley's, are not recorded to be synchronized directly with the image. They are made artificially or by increasing the existing sound. Think explosions, mechanical sounds, or contrived objects (light saber!). Walla is a
background sound, which usually captures crowd noise or conversation. Walla adds foundation to your film, especially in scenes where you'll expect to hear conversations around the far, like some dining in a busy restaurant. Pro tip: if you're aiming your extras and trying to record walla, ask them to describe what they ate for lunch in the
last seven days... all at the same time. A dead sound emerges from the subject or object that appears on the screen, or is implied to be present in your movie world. It can be the voice of an actor, the sound of a foot step, or a piano with anik. A non-diegetic sound is a tone emitted from a subject or object that does not appear on the
screen, nor is it implied to be present in the world of your movie. Voice-over or soundtrack (where music is not done in movies) is a solid example of this. The polar pattern of microphones (pickups) is how different microphones pick up sound around their central axis. In other words, this is the audio that the microphone captures with
respect to where you point it. Although there are several different types of patterns, three common examples are (from most to least focused) are shotgun, kardoid, and omnidirectional. Now, it might be helpful to overview those terms. A shotgun microphone is a high-directional microphone that rejects sound from the other direction. This
microphone is great for recording focused audio when you want to focus and eliminate aliens, as in interviews. 'Polar pattern directional' by Galak76 – homemade, Adobe Illustrator. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via a Commons Cardioid microphone is best explained by its shape: the liver. This is roughly the shape of this pickup pattern.
Cardiooid microphones will pick up most of their signals in one direction, resisting most of the noise in the other direction but still taking some audio around the crash site. It's great for speech-related use, good for or — everyone's favorite — podcast. 'Polar pattern cardioid' by Galak76 – homemade, Adobe Illustrator. Licensed under CC
BY-SA 3.0 via a Commons Omnidirectional microphone is a directional microphone that takes sound from all directions. When you don't want highly focused sound captured, or trying to record audio in unpredictable settings, this is a great option. For example, most lavalier microphones (often called 'lav microphones') are omnidirectional
which, when cut into your talent collar, allow you to capture what they say even when they turn their heads and their mouths do not point to the microphone. 'Polar pattern omnidirectional' by Galak76 – homemade, Adobe Illustrator. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via a Commons Lavalier microphone is a small microphone commonly
placed on the body, such as on the collar of a jacket, in the hair of your talent, or the clothing underneath. Paired with wireless transmitters and receivers, lav microphones can be used to record audio wirelessly while remaining largely or completely hidden if necessary. Wireless transmitters and receivers get a bit nerdy, but here's the
basic breakdown: the transmitter picks up your audio signal and converts it to radio waves, and then sends it to a receiver that does the opposite, and converts your radio waves back to the audio signal. It lets you record audio wirelessly from a lav microphone during a walking and speaking interview, for example. Top/cropped audio is, in
short, not good! Cropped audio only likes cropped highlights in your video — once they're gone, they're gone. In the case of audio, it will produce distorted sound that can hardly be used. To avoid this, lower your level (usually -10db is a good place to start providing buffers for the unexpected), or turn on the built-in delimiter on your audio
capture device (most cameras have this capability). Phantom power is 1. power is sent via microphone cable, and 2. Awesome name. This Phantom eliminates the need to turn on your microphone one by one, allowing your camera or audio recorder to act as its power source. Synchronisation sounds are sounds recorded directly into the
camera. An example is plugging a shotgun microphone directly into your camera. Dual system recording is sound that is not recorded directly to the camera. You can use another voice recorder to take audio separately from visual shots, for example. The result is having to synchronise the voice in the post, which can be done manually,
such as with slate markers, or by using software, such as PluralEyes Red Giant. Time code used to synchronize media tracks (video and audio). In the case of audio, using a time code is another way to synchronize dual system recording. The time code can be set in the camera manually or 'jammed' to the camera via a separate audio
recorder (to ensure both are set at the same value). The tone of the room is the sound of space as a result of where your microphone is placed. Generally this was recorded after filming stopped but before it was knocked down it had started. This is used in final editing to smooth any sound editing, such as between interview sections.
Bring this glossary and your video will hopefully come quite harmoniously! Did we miss your favorite voice words? Got any other noise-related questions? Let us know by asking questions in our comments section below, and we'll do our best to answer or point you in a helpful direction. Direction.
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